
INTRO 

 

Generally, trade industry has continued to be with humans from primitives to us. It is getting bigger day 

by day and more people from different parts of the world are joining the industry.  

One of the Bitcoin aims is to resolve financial constraints in the world. We are trying to maximize both 

economic development of Bitcoin market and profits of societies so that many people and societies can 

overcome poverty.   

We are trying to provide a free and international platform for giving trade signal, token analysis, and 

introducing various shares to the customers and traders.  

The goal of the designers of this project is to help experienced and newcomer traders of the world without 

any restrictions to access Altcoin signal information, tokens and shares in different markets such as Forex 

stock markets and cryptocurrency.  

By a structured bonus application, we will try to provide a profitable and attractive platform which is 

highly efficient for all those people who work with financial tools so we can help them. We will share the 

income from adverts with influential and contributing members. 

 

Introduction  

 

Trade in Cryptocurrency market has increased in last 5 years and it will get maximized in the future.  

This platform aims at initiating a dapp (Decentralized application) to eliminate the bilateral constraints of 

traders and signal providers so that they can easily and freely exchange information and develop their 

business.  

In this platform, all players and anyone who has a account can have earnings and get their profits in both 

ups and downs of the market. For the first signed up accounts which are active in first 3 weeks, project 

tokens will be offered to them. 

We will offer rewarding tokens for the accounts that provide the largest profits to the users and utmost 

follower attraction.   

We also try to offer benefit for all the members of society and we hope many people get gaining from this 

project and make a better life for international community, thanks to Cryptocurrency. 

 

 

 

 

 



Problem Statement 

 

One of the problems of social and communication networks is the centralization.  There are a lot of 

technical and fundamental signals in this market and many signal sellers freely offer signals to the traders 

therefore they need a space to do their work. 

 

 

Solution  

 

We try to decentralize and step into decentralized world so that the most trustworthy accounts can offer 

income, value and profit to their owners. Accounts which are active in the field of signal provision and 

market analysis can give public or VIP services. And other users who consult these accounts can benefit 

from successful buy and sells and the market will be purposive and valuable for both sides. 

 

 

NFT accounts  

 

Next to decentralization in user accounts, we want to offer an NFT for each account thus the accounts can 

easily sell their own accounts based on the followers' credits. 

 

 

Market Overview  

 

Today, Cryptocurrency market with 2 trillion dollars trading volume and global stock market with over 

100 trillion dollars trading volume and Forex market with more than 6 trillion dollars daily trading 

volume are active and millions of people are busy trading in these markets.  

1.7 billion people around world live without bank account and access to international market.  

They are deprived of world economy due to lack of financial infrastructure. Nowadays, they can join 

Cryptocurrency market and trading. We try to provide Blockchain services and easy trading for people 

around the world so they can do financial and trade exchange without having bank account. 

 

 



Tokens 

 

Financial resources needed for the development of the project is 200.000 dollars which will be collected 

by the help of ido (initial dex offerings) and will be spent on website and Android an IOS application 

development and advertisement with different aims. All payments and incomes will be through 

Cryptocurrency and tokens of the project.   

In this project 500 million Tokens will be issued. For the convenience of the users and ease of our token's 

trade in various exchanges and dex s, tokens are going to be offered in Binance smart chain and Polygon 

Network. 

300 million token on Polygon Network 

200 million token on Binance smart chain  

Project plan According to the project plan, implementation of the Beta plus version with all determined 

goals can be accessible for the users and ready to be used in 5 -8 month.  

Pre-beta version is providing services now. 

 

Tokenomics 

 

Token Name: TDT 

IDo: %20 100m 

Air drop: %5 25m 

Launchpad Sale: %40 200 m 

For best signal Account: %7 35m 

For new Account up to: %8 40m 

Development: %10 50m 

Team: %10 50 m 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR ROADMAP 

 

Phase 1 

 

Project Ideation 

Token creation 

Litepaper Creation 

Form Core Team 

 

Phase 2 

 

Website launch (traderdapp.com) 

Token launch 

 

Phase 3 

 

Listing on Coingecko and Coinmarket cap 

Listing on wallets like Trust Wallet 

 Dapp development Start 

In July 2022 Releasing our White paper 

 

Phase 4 

 

 Beta version in October 2022 

 

Phase 5 

 

 Alpha version in December2022 


